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The language FT of ordering constraints over feature trees has been
introduced as an extension of the system FT of equality constraints over
feature trees. While the first-order theory of FT is well understood, only
few decidability results are known for the first-order theory of FT . We
introduce a new method for proving the decidability of fragments of the
first-order theory of FT . This method is based on reduction to second
order monadic logic that is decidable according to Rabin’s famous tree
theorem. The method applies to any fragment of the first-order theory of
FT for which one can change the model towards sufficiently labeled
feature treesa class of trees that we introduce. As we show, the first
order-theory of ordering constraints over sufficiently labeled feature trees
is equivalent to second-order monadic logic (S2S for infinite and WS2S
for finite feature trees). We apply our method for proving that entailment
of FT with existential quantifiers .1<_x1 . . ._xn.2 is decidable. Previous
results were restricted to entailment without existential quantifiers which
can be solved in cubic time. Meanwhile, entailment with existential quan-
tifiers has been shown to be PSPACE-complete (for finite and infinite
feature trees, respectively). ] 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: feature logic; tree orderings; entailment; decidability;
complexity; second-order monadic logic.
1. INTRODUCTION
Feature logic is a formalism to describe objects by the values of their attributes
or features. It has its roots in the three areas of knowledge representation, with
concept descriptions, frames, or -terms (Brachman and Levesque 1984, A@ t-Kaci
1986, Nebel 1990, Nebel and Smolka 1990), natural language processing, especially
approaches based on unification grammars (Kay 1979, Kaplan and Bresnan 1982,
Shieber et al. 1983, Shieber 1986, Pollard and Sag 1994, Rounds 1997), and con-
straint programming languages with record structures (A@ t-Kaci and Nasr 1986,
Mukai 1988, A@ t-Kaci and Podelski 1993, Smolka 1995).
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Two main approaches to feature logics can be distinguished according to the
underlying logical structures. Both approaches rely on quite similar syntactic
constructions called feature constraints but differ significantly in their semantics.
In the HPSG-community in computational linguistics (Pollard and Sag 1994,
Carpenter 1992), feature constraints are typically interpreted over so-called feature
structures (see below). In programming language research (A@ t-Kaci et al. 1994,
Backofen and smolka 1995, Backofen 1994, Backofen 1995), feature constraints are
usually interpreted in a single structure, the structure of feature trees. A feature tree
can be seen as a record and a feature constraint as a record description. In this
article, we follow the approach where feature constraints are interpreted over
feature trees.
Feature trees. We assume a set of features and a set of node labels. An
(optionally labeled) feature tree is a tree with unordered edges each of which is
labeled by a feature and with nodes which may or may not be labeled by a node
label. Features are functional in that all features labeling edges that depart from the
same node are pairwise distinct. As an example, consider the following feature tree
which records a part of the address of Mr. Peter Jordan in Wiltingen:
A feature tree is defined by a tree domain specifying its nodes and a labeling function.
The idea is that a node in a tree is identified with the path by which it can be
accessed from the root of the tree. Given this, a tree domain becomes a prefixed
closed set of words over features. A labeling function specifies the subset of all
labeled nodes and a node label for each of these nodes. Thus, the labeling function
of a tree becomes a partial function from its tree domain to the set of node labels.
The tree domain of the above tree is the set [=, name, name first, name second,
city]. Note that the node (addressed by the word) name is unlabeled, i.e., the
labeling function is undefined for this element of the tree domain.
Information order. Feature trees and feature structures can be ordered in a
natural way by comparing the amount of the information they carry. On feature
trees, this leads to a partial order that is called information order (Mu ller et al.
2000) or equivalently weak subsumption (Do rre 1991). On feature structures,
another partial order is obtained which is called strong subsumption (Do rre and
Rounds 1992). It is also possible to define strong subsumption for feature trees and
weak subsumption for feature structures, even though this seems to be less natural.
In this article, we focus on feature trees with weak subsumption. A closer com-
parison to strong subsumption is given in the paragraph on feature structures
below.
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Intuitively, a feature tree {1 is smaller than a feature tree {2 with respect to the
information order if {1 can be obtained from {2 by removing edges and node labels.
More precisely, this means that the tree domain of {1 is a subset of the tree domain
of {2 and that the (partial) labeling function of {1 is contained in the labeling func-
tion of {2 . In this case we write {1{2 . An example is given in the picture below.
Ordering constraints over feature trees. We investigate the system FT of order-
ing constraints over feature trees (Mu ller et al. 2000, Mu ller 1998, Mu ller and
Niehren 1998, Mu ller et al. 1998). The feature constraints provided by FT are
constructed from variables ranged over by x, y, features f, and node labels a. The
abstract syntax of ordering constraints . in the language FT is defined as follows:
. ::= xy | x[ f ] y | a(x) | . 7 .$
The semantics of FT is given by the interpretation in the structure of feature trees
where the symbol  is interpreted as the information order. The semantics of
feature selection x[ f ] y and labeling constraints a(x) is defined as usual. For
instance, both trees in the picture above are possible denotations for x in solutions
of the constraint wine(x) 7 x[color] y 7 white( y). We consider two cases: Either
we interpret constraints in the structure of possibly infinite feature trees or in the
structure of finite trees. The particular choice will be made explicit whenever it
matters.
The system FT is an extension of the system FT of equality constraints over
feature trees (A@ t-Kaci et al. 1994, Backofen and Smolka 1995). The syntax of FT
coincides with the syntax of FT except that FT provides for equalities x=y
instead of ordering constraints xy. The semantics of feature selection and labeling
constraints in FT are the same as in FT . Equalities are expressible in FT since
the equivalence x=y W xy7 yx is valid in FT.
Decidability and complexity. The first-order theory of equality constraints FT is
well-known to be decidable (Backofen and Smolka 1995) but to have non-elemen-
tary complexity (Vorobyov 1996). Several of its fragments can be decided in quasi-
linear time (Smolka and Trienen 1994), including the satisfiability problem for FT
and its entailment problem with existential quantification .<_x1 . . ._xn .$. Much
less is known on the first-order theory of ordering constraints in FT. Previously,
the entailment problem .<.$ of FT was shown to have cubic time complexity
(Mu ller et al. 2000) but decidability for more expressive fragments of the first-order
theory of FT was left open.
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Relationship to second-order monadic logic. In this article, we present a new
method for proving the decidability of fragments of the first-order theory of FT.
To this end, we pursue a general approach which is based on reduction to second-
order monadic logics, WS2S for finite feature trees and S2S for infinite feature trees.
The decidability of WS2S is well known and follows from a classical reduction to
the emptiness problem of tree automata (Thatcher and Wright 1968, Doner 1970,
Gecseg and Steinby 1984, Comen et al. 1998). The decidability of S2S is a classical
consequence of Rabin’s famous theorem on automata for infinite trees (Rabin 1969,
Thomas 1990, 1997)
We express feature constraints in second-order monadic logic according to a
well-known idea: we identify a feature tree with a set of words and express feature
constraints by formulas of (W)S2S. The same idea for constructor trees (ground
terms) can be found in (Comon 1995). Let us assume for simplicity that the set of
labels L is the singleton L=[a]. Under this assumption, a completely labeled
feature tree (whose labeling function is total) can be identified with its tree domain,
i.e., with a prefixed-closed set of words. For instance:
An optionally labeled feature tree (as considered in this article) can represent an
arbitrary set of words, but several trees may correspond to the same set. For
instance, the set [ f, ff, gf ] can be represented by the set of labeled nodes in either
of the following two trees:
If we seek for a unique feature tree to represent the set [ f, ff, gf ] then it might
seem appropriate to choose the smallest feature tree whose set of a-labeled nodes
equals [ f, ff, gf ], i.e., the tree which above is depicted to the left. This tree can also
be distinguished by the property of being sufficiently labeled, i.e., its tree domain is
the prefixed-closure of the set of its labeled nodes. Thus, we can represent a set
uniquely by an optionally labeled feature tree if we require prefixed-closedness for
the set of labeled nodes.
To conclude, it seems that we have to require prefixed-closedness in order to
encode sets of words as feature trees, independent of whether we work with com-
pletely or optionally labeled feature trees. There raises an intriguing problem with
our approach of expressing feature constraints in (W)S2S. It seems difficult, if not
impossible, to express prefixed-closedness and feature selection {[ f ] {$ in (W)S|S
simultaneously. To express prefixed-closedness in (W)S|S, one needs concatenation
?f of words with letters to the right, whereas feature selection requires concatena-
tion f? of words with letters to the left. The logics (W)S2S provides at most one
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of the two forms of concatenation and becomes undecidable when extended with
the omitted one (see, for instance, (Thomas 1990), Theorem 11.6). As a conse-
quence, nobody has so far been able to use (W)S|S for deriving decidability results
for feature logics. In particular, the first-order theory of FT could not be embedded
into (W)S2S. In fact, it seems already difficult to express first-order equations like
x=a( y, a( y, y)) in terms of W(S2S) or tree automata (Comon et al. 1998).
In this article, we propose a work around to the above problem. We define the
language FT& of ordering constraint over sufficiently labeled feature trees. The
syntax of FT& coincides with the syntax of FT but its semantics is based on the
restricted structure of feature trees. The new observation underlying the approach
to be presented is that prefixed-closedness does not have to be expressed when
encoding feature constraints over FT& into (W)S2S (in contrast to FT). For
finite feature trees, first-order formulas over FT& can be translated into WS2S; for
possibly infinite feature trees, the full power of S2S is needed.
A finite tree is sufficiently labeled if and only if all its leaves are labeled; inner
nodes may or may not be labeled. The analogous characterization is not valid for
infinite feature trees since these need not have leaves at all. As a counterexample,
consider the following infinite feature tree which is sufficiently labeled since it has
sufficiently many labeled leaves, namely the paths f 2ng for all n0.
Most importantly, a sufficiently labeled tree is uniquely determined by its labeling
function. For instance, the above tree is the unique sufficiently labeled tree whose
set of a-labeled nodes is [ f 2ng | n0] provided that the set of labels L is the
singleton L=[a].
In this article, we will show how to encode the first-order theory of FT& into
(W)S2S without expressing prefixed-closedness, and vice versa (see Theorem 4.2).
Let k=|F| be denote the cardinality of the set of features F. Our reductions apply
if k2 and k|, i.e., if the set of features F is at most countably infinite. For
finite trees, we reduce the first-order theory of FT& to WSkS, the weak second-
order monadic logic with k successors which can in turn be expressed in WS2S, the
weak second-order monadic with two successors (Thatcher and Wright 1968).
In the case of possibly infinite trees we reduce to SkS, the full second-order
monadic logic with k successors which, in analogy, is expressible in S2S, the full
second-order monadic logic with two successors (Rabin 1969).
The first-order theory of FT& can be embedded into the first-order theory of
FT since the latter can express sufficient labeling (see Proposition 3.3). We
thereby obtain the following relationships (where FO stands for first-order theory):
(W )S2S = FO(FT&)  FO(FT).
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These relations suggest a method for proving the decidability of a fragment of the
first-order theory of FT : simply encode the fragment of FT into the corresponding
fragment of FT& . This induces an encoding into (W)S2S which is decidable.
Entailment of FT with existential quantifiers. We consider the entailment
problem .<_x1 . . ._xn .$ for FT with existential quantifiers. Without existential
quantifiers the problem can be solved in cubic time (Mu ller et al. 2000). But with
existential quantifiers, entailment becomes surprisingly hard. We will illustrate how
to prove PSPACE-hardness in case of infinite feature trees and coNP-hardness for
finite trees.
The new difficulty can be illustrated by considering the independence property
(Colmerauer 1984): if .<FT 
n
i=1 .i then there exists i, 1in, such that
.<FT .i . Independence holds for the language of ordering constraints in FT
(Mu ller et al. 2000) but fails when existential quantifiers are admitted. To see this,
notice that the entailment judgment
xy 7 a( y) < a(x) 6 _z(xz 7 b(z))
is valid in FT while the left-hand side xy 7 a( y) entails neither a(x) nor
_z(xz 7 b(z)) on the right-hand side (provided that a{b).
In this article, we prove the decidability of the entailment problem of FT with
existential quantifiers .<_x1 . . ._xn.$ under the assumption of a countably infinite
set of features and a finite set of node labels. We apply the method sketched above
and show that entailment for FT& with existential quantifiers can be reduced to the
corresponding problem for FT& but in a nontrivial way (see Proposition 6.8). In
the case of finite trees, we obtain a reduction to WS2S and for infinite trees into
S2S. Proving the correctness of Proposition 6.8 is involved. The problem is that
entailment with existential quantifiers differs for the structures FT and FT
&
 . For
instance, true<_x(xx1 7 xx2) holds for FT but not over FT& . We will
explain this example in Section 6.2 and also how the problem can be overcome.
Recent developments. The present article has emerged from an earlier conference
paper (Mu ller and Niehren 1998). In comparison, the article is extended by
complete proofs and the following new result:
1. (W)S2S can be encoded into the first-order theory of FT or FT
&
 .
The present article leaves two open questions which have meanwhile been
answered:
2. Is the first-order theory of FT decidable or even expressible in (W)S2S?
3. What is the precise complexity of entailment of FT with existential
quantifiers?
In what concerns Question 2, it is shown in (Mu ller et al. 1998) that the first-order
theory of FT is in fact undecidable. Thus, it cannot be expressed in (W)S2S. In
the same paper the answer to Question 3 is also given: Entailment of FT with
existential quantifiers is PSPACE-complete, in the case of both finite trees and for
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possibly infinite trees. A lot of additional machinery and ideas are needed for the
latter result. Proving PSPACE-completeness for entailment with existential quan-
tifiers requires a direct algorithm rather than an encoding into second-order
monadic logic. Also the PSPACE-hardness proof for entailment over finite feature
trees is somewhat tedious.
Feature structures versus feature trees. In the HPSG-driven approach pursued in
computational linguists (Pollard and Sag 1994, Carpenter 1992), feature constraints
are typically interpreted over so-called feature structures.
A feature structure is a graph-like logical structure with edges labeled by features
and labeled nodes. For instance, the following feature structure N has nodes
&1 , ..., &6 :
In this context, two partial orders have been introduced (Do rre 1993): weak sub-
sumption (Do rre 1991) and strong subsumption (Do rre and Rounds 1992). In
order to illustrate the difference, we give definitions for both partial orders which
are equivalent to those in the literature.
For every node & of N let graphN(&) be the subgraph of N reachable from &
and let treeN(&) be the feature tree obtained from unfolding graphN(&). For all
nodes &, &$ of N we say that weak subsumption &weak &$ holds iff treeN(&)
treeN(&$) is valid with respect to the information order on feature trees. For
instance, &1weak &2 holds in N. The strong subsumption relationship &strong &$
holds if and only if graphN(&) can be homomorphically embedded into graphN(&$).
For instance, &3strong &4 but not &1strong &2 .
Plan of the paper. Section 2 recalls the definition of ordering constraints over
feature trees and gives lower complexity bounds for entailment with existential
quantifiers. Section 3 investigates alternative structures of feature trees in some more
detail. Section 4 presents a collection of results on the relationship between the first-
order theories of FT and FT
&
 and second-order monadic logics. Section 5 recalls
some relevant results on satisfiability from (Mu ller et al. 2000). Sections 6 and 7
present and prove correct our reduction of entailment with existential quantifiers in
FT to the corresponding problem in FT
&
 . In Section 8 we complete some less
exciting proofs. Section 9 summarizes and concludes.
2. SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS
We assume an infinite set of variables ranged over by x, y, z, a countable set F
with at least two elements that are called features and ranged over by f, g, and a
finite set L with at least two elements called labels ranged over by a, b.
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2.1. Feature Trees
A path ? is a word of features, i.e., ? # F*. The empty path is denoted by = and
the free-monoid concatenation of paths ? and ?$ as ??$; we have =?=?==?. Given
paths ? and ?$, ?$ is called a prefix of ? if ?=?$?" for some path ?". A tree domain
is a nonempty prefixed-closed set of paths. A feature tree { is a pair (D, L) consisting
of a tree domain D and a partial function L: D ( L that we call the labeling func-
tion of {. We freely consider a labeling function L: D ( L as a binary relation
LD_L whenever this is more convenient. Given a feature tree {, we write D{ for
its tree domain and L{ for its labeling function. A feature tree is finite if its tree
domain is finite and infinite otherwise. A node of { is an element of D{ . The root
of { is the node =. A leaf of { is a maximal node of { with respect to the prefix order.
A node ? of { is labeled with a if L{(?)=a. A node of { is unlabeled if it is not
labeled by any label a # L.
For instance, {0=([=, f, fg, ff ][(=, a), ( ff, b)]) is a finite feature tree with
domain D{0=[=, f, fg, ff ] and labeling function L{0=[(=, a), ( ff, b)].
The tree {0 has two leaves ff and fg. The root of {0 is labeled with a and its nodes
f and fg are unlabeled.
The set of features occurring in some feature tree { is denoted by F({), i.e.,
F({)=[ f | ?f?$ # D{]. Given a function :: V  FT and a set of variables VV
we define FV (:) by x # V F (:(x)).
2.2. The Structures FT and FT fin
We consider two cases, the structure of possibly infinite feature trees FT and
the structure of finite feature trees FT fin . The domain of the structure FT is the
set of feature trees built from features in F and labels in L. Its signature consists
of the set of binary relation symbols [[ f ] | f # F] _ [] and the set of unary
relation symbols L. These relation symbols are interpreted as the following
relations between feature trees. For all {, {1 , {2 , we define:
{1{2 iff D{1D{2 and L{1L{2
{1[ f ] {2 iff D{2=[? | f? # D{1] and L{2=[(?, a) | L{1( f?)=a]
a({) iff L{(=)=a.
The structure FT fin is the restriction of the structure FT to the domain of finite
feature trees.
If { is a tree and f # D{ a feature in its tree domain there we write {[ f ] for the
subtree of { at feature f, i.e., {$={[ f ] is the unique feature tree satisfying {[ f ]{$.
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2.3. Ordering Constraints and First-Order Formulas
An ordering constraint . of the constraint languages FT and FT fin (we freely
overload names of the structure and constraint language) is defined by the following
abstract syntax:
. ::= xy | a(x) | x[ f ] y | .1 7 .2 .
An ordering constraint is a conjunction of basic constraints which are either basic
ordering constraints xy, labeling constraints a(x), or selection constraints x[ f ] y.
We write x for a possibly empty word of variables x1 . . .xn and _x . instead of
_x1 . . ._xn .. We denote with 8 a first-order formula built from ordering constraints
plus the usual first-order connectives. We denote with V(8) the set of variables
occurring free in 8 and with F(8) the set of features occurring in 8.
A variable assignment into a logical structure A (such as FT or FT fin ) is a
function : mapping variables to elements of the domain of A. The truth value of
a first-order formula 8 with the same signature as A under a variable assignment
: into A is defined as usual for first-order languages. A solution : of 8 over A is
a variable assignment into A that makes 8 true. We write :<A 8 if : is a solution
of 8 over A.
We call 8 satisfiable in A if there exists a solution of 8 in A and valid in A if
every variable assignment into A is a solution of 8. We say that 8 entails 8$ over
A and write 8<A 8$ if every solution of 8 over A is a solution of 8, i.e., if the
implication 8  8$ is valid over A. We call 8 and 8$ equivalent over A if 81 W 82
is valid.
An n-ary predicate P over a structure A is an n-ary relation between elements
of the domain of A. We write P({1 , ..., {n) if ({1 , ..., {n) # P for some element
{1 , ..., {n of the domain of A. We denote a formula 8 with free variables x1 , ..., xn
with 8(x1 , ..., xn) whereby an order on the variables of 8 is fixed.
Definition 2.1. An n-ary predicate P over a structure A is expressed by a
formula 8(x1 , ..., xn) with over the signature of A if:
P=[(:(x1), ..., :(xn)) | :<A 8(x1 , ..., xn)].
For the structure FT of feature trees with equality, this definition was
investigated in depth by (Backofen 1994).
2.4. Complexity of Entailment with Existential Quantifiers
Entailment between ordering constraints with existential quantifiers .<_x1 . . ._xn.$
is a surprisingly hard problem. This problem is proved PSPACE-complete in
follow-up work (Mu ller et al. 1998), both for finite and for possibly infinite feature
trees.
A simple proof for both PSPACE-hardness in case of infinite trees was first given
in (Mu ller and Niehren 1998). In the case of finite trees, the analogous proof yields
coNP-hardness only. We illustrate the idea behind this proof in order to give an
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example for the expressiveness of entailment with existential quantifiers. Proving
PSPACE hardness for finite trees is less obvious (Mu ller et al. 2000).
We first consider the case of infinite trees and show how to express universality
of finite automata by entailment with existential quantifiers. We fix a label a. For
every finite automaton A we show how to express the following predicate PA of
possibly infinite feature trees by a positive existential formula.
PA=def [{ | for all ? # L(A) : L{(?)=a]
Note that all trees in PA are infinite if L(A) is infinite. Our goal is to express PA
by an ordering constraint with existential quantifiers 8A(z) and a single global
variable z. Given this property it follows for arbitrary finite automata A and A$
that:
L(A)L(A$) iff PA$ PA iff 8A$(z)<8A(z).
We illustrate the definition of 8A(z) for the following automaton A with alphabet
[1, 2] and states x, y:
We assume that the alphabet [1, 2] is included in the feature set and define
8A(z) by:
8A(z)=def _x_y(zx 7 x[1]y 7 y[2]y 7 yx 7 a( y)).
Here, we use the following abbreviation: for arbitrary u, v, f we write u[ f ] v
instead of _w(u[ f ] w 7 vw). The states x, y of A become existentially bound
variables of 8A(z). The constraint zx expresses that x is the initial state of A
and the constraint a( y) that y is the final state of A. Furthermore, for each transi-
tion of the form u f v in A there is a corresponding formula u[ f ] v. An epsilon
transition u = v of A simply corresponds to an ordering constraint uv. Proving
the correctness of this encoding is not difficult.
For finite trees, the above reduction allows us to encode those finite automata
that recognize a finite language. Universality for automata with finite languages is
coNP-complete and thus entailment with existential quantifiers coNP-hard.
3. RELATED STRUCTURES OF FEATURE TREES
Besides optionally labeled and sufficiently labeled feature trees, two alternative
notions of feature trees can be found in the literature. We recall these notions and
compare them with respect to their first-order theories, independence, and their
relationship to second-order monadic logic.
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3.1. Alternative Definitions of Feature Trees
Optionally labeled feature trees as considered in this article and previously
(Mu ller et al. 2000) allow labels at all nodes but do not require any. In (A@ t-Kaci
et al. 1994), completely labeled feature trees are considered, i.e. feature trees with a
total labeling function. Finally, (Backofen 1995) considers leaf-labeled feature trees,
i.e., feature trees where exactly the leaves are labeled.
Sets of words as trees. As argued in the introduction, we can relate a language
of ordering constraints over some structure of features trees to (W)S2S if the
features trees provided by the structure allow the representation of arbitrary sets of
words (over features) in a unique way. Whether this is possible or not depends on
the notion of feature trees used. Given a label a # L, a feature tree can be
understood as a representation for the set of its a-labeled nodes, a subset of F*.
A completely labeled tree can represent a prefixed-closed set of words, whereas
a leaf-labeled tree can represent the frontier of a prefixed-closed set. Optionally
labeled trees represent arbitrary sets of words but in general each set corresponds
to multiple trees. Only sufficiently labeled trees can uniquely represent arbitrary
nonempty sets of words.
First-order theories. For equality constraints as in FT, the particular definition
of feature trees does not matter. The reason is that the first-order theory of FT has
a complete axiomatization (Backofen and Smolka 1995). Each definition of feature
trees yields a model of the axiomatization of FT. All these models are distinct but
their first-order theories coincide due to the complete axiomatization.
With respect to ordering constraints the choice of the specific definition of feature
trees matters. For example, let us consider the formulas 81(x) and 82 with labels
a{b:
81(x)=_y(xy 7 a( y)) 7 _z(xz 7 b(z))
82=_x \yxy.
The formula 81(x) says that the root of the denotation of x is unlabeled since a{b.
Thus, 81(x) is satisfiable in FT and FT fin but not in a structure of feature trees
where every node must be labeled. The formula 82 says that there exists a least
feature tree with respect to the information order. Such a tree exists in FT fin ,
namely ([=], <). However, there is no least tree in structures of feature trees where
all nodes (or all leaves) are required to be labeled. Thus, 82 distinguishes the first-
order theory FT from those of the alternative structures in (A@ t-Kaci et al. 1994,
Backofen 1995, Backofen and Smolka 1995).
Independence. The failure of independence for ordering constraints with existen-
tial quantifiers does not depend on the structure of feature trees chosen (optionally
labeled, completely labeled, leaf-labeled, or sufficiently labeled). The counterexample
against independence given in the Introduction, however, does not apply for the
structures of feature trees that are completely labeled or leaf-labeled. The judgment
xy 7 a( y)<a(x) 6 _z(xz7 b(z)) holds in all these structures but this does not
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contradict independence. In fact, for both completely labeled or leaf-labeled trees
the first disjunct is entailed, but not for optionally labeled or sufficiently labeled
trees:
xy 7 a( y) < a(x).
This judgment holds for completely labeled trees since x must be labeled and
cannot bear any other label than a. It also holds for feature trees with labeled leaves
where xy 7 a( y) implies that y and thus x denote a leaf and hence must be
labeled.
The following counterexample for independence applies to any of the structures
discussed so far. We write a(x[ f ]) as an abbreviation for the existential formula
_x$(x[ f ] x$7 a(x$)). For any of the structures considered, the following entailment
judgment is valid if a{b but neither of the two disjuncts is entailed:
xy 7 a( y[ f ] < a(x[ f ]) 6 _z(xz 7 b(z[ f ]).
3.2. Sufficiently Labeled Feature Trees
So called sufficiently labeled feature trees play a crucial ro^le in the relation
between feature logics and second-order monadic logic.
Definition 3.1. We call a feature tree { sufficiently labeled if for every ? # D{
there exists a path ?$ and a label a # L such that L{(??$)=a.
A finite feature tree is sufficiently labeled if and only if all its leaves are labeled.
In case of infinite feature trees this does not necessarily hold. For instance the tree
( f *, <) is not sufficiently labeled even though all its leaves (i.e., none) are labeled.
Notice also that a sufficiently labeled feature tree (finite or infinite) contains at least
one labeled node.
Lemma 3.2. Let <{LF*_L be a partial function. Then there exists a
unique sufficiently labeled feature tree with labeling function L and this tree is the
least tree with labeling function L.
Proof. Since [? | L(?) is defined]{< we can define a tree domain D as follows:
D=[? | exists a suffix ?$ of ? such that L{(?$) is defined]
The feature tree { with D{=D and L{=L is sufficiently labeled and smaller than
all other trees with labeling function L. K
Let the predicate suff-lab({) hold if { is sufficiently labeled. For expressing this
we first express the compatibility predicate {t{$ which holds for two trees { and
{$ if for all paths ? and labels a, b, L{(?)=a and L{$(?)=b imply a=b. We can
express the compatibility predicate for FT and FT
fin
 by the following existential
formula xty over ordering constraints:
xty=def _z(xz7 yz).
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Proposition 3.3. If L contains at least two labels then the predicate suff-lab
can be expressed by a first-order formula over ordering constraints in FT or FT fin .
Proof. We express the predicate suff-lab by the following formula sub-lab(x):
suff-lab(x)=def \y(\z(xtz W ytz)  xy) 7 c\z(xz).
This formula requires for :<FT suff-lab(x) that :(x) is smaller than all trees
which are compatible with the same trees as :(x), and that :(x) is not the least tree
([=], <). The correctness of the formula suff-lab(x) is not obvious. First note that
for all :: V  FT it holds that:
:<FT \z(xtz W ytz)  xy iff L:(x)=L:( y)
For the one direction, let :<FT \z(xtz W ytz)  xy and suppose that
L:(x)(?) is defined for some path ?. Let b{L:(x)(?) be a label (which exists since
L contains at least two elements) and let {b? be the smallest tree with L{(?)=b.
Hence, :(x)t% {b? and thus :( y)t% {b? . Hence L:( y)(?) is defined and L:( y)(?){b for
all b{L:(x)(?). Hence, L:( y)(?)=L:(x)(?). The other direction is straightforward.
Suppose that :<FT suff-lab(x) is valid. We have seen so far that :(x) is the
least tree with labeling function L:(x) . Note next that [? | L:(x)(?) is defined]{<.
Otherwise, :(x) would be the least tree ([=], <) which contradicts our assumption
that :<c\z(xz). According to Lemma 3.2 there exists a unique sufficiently
labeled feature tree { with labeling function L:(x) and this tree is the least tree with
labeling function L:(x) . Thus, { is equal to :(x) which in turn has to be sufficiently
labeled. K
3.3. The Structures FT& and FT&fin
Second-order monadic logic can be understood as a feature logic closely related
to FT . For this purpose, it is sufficient to restrict the structures FT and FT
fin

to sufficiently labeled feature trees.
Definition 3.4. The structure FT& is the restriction of the structure FT to
the domain of sufficiently labeled feature trees. The structure FT& fin is the
restriction of the structure FT fin to the domain of sufficiently labeled feature trees.
The first-order theories of FT and FT
&
 differ. One example is the _\ formula
82 discussed in Section 3.1. Another example is the following existential formula
83(x1 , x2):
83(x1 , x2)=_x(xx1 7 xx2).
The formula 83(x1 , x2) requires for all solutions : that there exists { such that
{:(x1) and {:(x2). Formula 83(x1 , x2) is valid over FT but not valid over
FT& . In FT one may choose {=([=], <) for all :. This particular choice is
impossible in FT& since ([=], <) is not sufficiently labeled. Even worse, if
:(x1)=([=], [(=, a1)]) and :(x2)=([=], [(=, a2)]) for a1{a2 then there exists no
appropriate tree { in FT& at all.
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Proposition 3.5. The first-order theory of FT& can be embedded in linear time
into the first-order theory of FT .
Proof. This follows from the fact that the predicate suff-lab can be expressed in
FT (Proposition 3.3). In order to encode a closed FT
&
 formula 8 one simply
restricts all quantification within 8 to the domain of sufficiently labeled feature
trees by replacing all subformulas _x8$ recursively by _x(suff-lab(x) 7 8$). K
4. SECOND-ORDER MONADIC LOGIC
Let k=|F| be the cardinality of the set of features F, i.e., 2k|. We recall
the definitions of second-order monadic logic with k sudccessors SkS (Rabin 1969)
and of weak second-order monad logic with k successors WSkS (Thatcher and
Wright 1968).
Syntactically, SkS and WSkS coincide. We assume an additional infinite set of
path variables denoted by p that is disjoint from the variables denoted by x.
Formulas  of SkS and WSkS are built from variables x and p and features f.
w ::= p | = | fw
 ::= p # x | p=w |  7 $ | c | \p | \x
The semantics of SkS is defined as follows. A path variable p is interpreted as a
path (a word over features) and a variable x as a set of words over features. The
denotation of = is the empty path and the denotation of fw denotes the path
obtained by concatenation f in front of the denotation of w. The membership
constraint p # x holds if the denotation of p is a member of the denotation of x. The
equality constraint p=w holds if the denotations of p and w are equal. The seman-
tics of WSkS coincides with the semantics of SkS except that in WSkS a variable x
denotes a finite set of paths. As derived forms we will use the following formulas
with their usual semantics:
_p, _x,   $,  W $.
The second-order monadic logic with two successors, S2S and WS2S, is obtained
for k=2. It is well known that (W)SkS can be expressed in (W)S2S for all
2k| (Thatcher and Wright 1968, Rabin 1969).
Theorem 4.1 (Rabin 1969, Thatcher and Wright 1968, Doner 1970). The
satisfiability problems of WS2S and S2S are decidable.
4.1. Relation to Feature Logics
Theorem 4.2. The first-order theories of FT& and FT
& fin
 can be embedded in
linear time into S2S and WS2S, respectively, and vice versa.
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In other words, second-order monadic logic and the first-order theory of the
information order for sufficiently labeled feature trees are interreducible.
An embedding of the theory of FT& (resp., FT
&fin
 ) into SkS (resp., WSkS) is
shown in Section 4.3 below. This yields reductions into S2S (resp., WS2S). An
inverse embedding of (W)S2S into FT& was found in collaboration with Ralf
Treinen. It did not appear in the conference version of this article (Mu ller and
Niehren 1998) and is given in Section 4.2.
Corollary 4.3. Second-order monadic logic S2S and WS2S can be expressed in
the first-order theory FT and FT fin , respectively
Proof. Theorem 4.2 shows that (W)S2S can be expressed in the first-order
theory of FT& (reps. FT
& fin
 ) which in turn can be expressed in the first-order
theory of FT (resp. FT
fin
 ) according to Proposition 3.5. K
Corollary 4.4. The first-order theories of FT& and FT
& fin
 are decidable.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence from Theorems 4.2 and 4.1. K
Despite Corollary 4.4, the converse of Corollary 4.3 does not hold. Otherwise, the
first-order theories of FT and FT
fin
 would be decidable, in contradiction to a
result obtained in a follow-up paper of this article (Mu ller et al. 1998). This failure
illustrates a surprising difference between FT and FT
&
 which shows that the
restriction to sufficiently labeled feature trees has an important consequence for the
expressiveness of ordering constraints.
Corollary 4.4 incorporates a new strategy for deciding a fragment of the first-
order theories of FT and FT
fin
 . It is sufficient to encode the fragment of FT
into the corresponding fragment of FT& . Of course, this method fails for the full
first-order theory of FT because of its undecidability. Nevertheless, this method
can be used for solving difficult problems such as entailment of FT with existential
quantifiers.
Proposition 4.5. If the number of features in F is countably infinite then the
entailment problem with existential quantifiers for FT (resp. FT fin ) can be reduced
in linear time to the entailment problem for FT& (resp. FT
& fin
 ).
Proof. Proposition 4.5 is a corollary to Proposition 6.8 to be presented. The
proof of the latter proposition is quite involved. It requires some preparations
collected in Section 5. Note that the result depends on the existence of infinitely
many features. K
Theorem 4.6. The entailment problem with existential quantifiers .<_x1 . . ._xn
.$ for FT (resp. FT fin ) is decidable.
Proof. This is an immediate corollary of Proposition 4.5 and Corollary 4.4. K
4.2. Encoding (W)S2S in FT&
We show how to encode second-order monadic logic into the first-order theory
of sufficiently labeled feature trees. We give a single embedding that is correct both
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as an embedding for WS2S into the first-order theory of FT&fin and for S2S into
the first-order theory of FT&.
We first explain how we encode words and sets of words as sufficiently labeled
feature trees. Let a # L be a label and 0, 1, 2 # F features. A word ? # [1, 2]* is
encoded by the sufficiently labeled tree ? with L?=[(?, a)]. For instance:
We encode a set 6[1, 2]* of words by the sufficiently labeled tree 6 which
satisfies: L6=[(=, a)] _ [0? | ? # 6]_[a]. In particular, the empty set < is
represented by the tree ([=], [(=, a)]) which is sufficiently labeled. For example:
For all words ? and sets 6 # [1, 2]*, membership ? # 6 holds if ? carries less
information than the subtree of the translation of 6 at feature 0, i.e., if
?6[0]. The key to the embedding of (W)S2S is to express two predicates
in FT& and FT
& fin
 which require that a tree encodes a word or a (finite) set of
words, respectively.
Given features f1 , ..., fn , let a[ f1 , ..., fn] be the unary predicate which holds for
a feature tree { if and only if the root of { is labeled by a and the edges are labeled
by exactly the features in [ f1 , ..., fn]: That is, a[ f1 , ..., fn]({) holds if and only if
a({) and [ f1 , ..., fn]=D{ & F. We express the predicate a[ f1 , ..., fn] in FT& by
the following first-order formula with free variable x:
a[ f1 , ..., fn](x)
=def _x1 . . ._xn \a(x) 7 
n
i=1
x[ fi] xi 7 \y \\a(y) 7 
n
i=1
y[ fi] xi+ xy++
Based on the formula a[ f1 , ..., fn](x), we can express the predicate bin-treea ,
which holds if { is a binary tree over features [1, 2] whose nodes are unlabeled or
labeled with a, i.e., if D{[1, 2]* and <{L{D{_[a]. We express bin-treea({)
in FT& and FT
& fin
 by the following formula bin-treea(x):
bin-treea(x)=def _y \xy 7 a[1, 2]( y) 7 f # [1, 2] _z( yz7 z[ f ] y)+ .
Note that if bin-treea({) holds for a sufficiently labeled tree { then [? | L{(?)=a]
{< since every sufficiently labeled feature tree has at least one label. The predicate
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word holds for a tree { which represents a word of features in that there exists
? # F* such that ?={. Hence, word({) holds if { is a minimal binary a-tree.
word(x)=def bin-treea(x) 7 c_y(bin-treea( y) 7 yx 7cxy)
It is interesting to see why this encoding works: If : solves word(x) over FT& then
:(x) must have exactly one leaf that is labeled by a: At least one anyway since
:(x) is sufficiently labeled, and not more than one because otherwise some leaves
could be dropped to find a smaller sufficiently labeled solution. Since : solves
bin-treea(x), the unique leaf of :(x) must be a-labeled but none of it inner nodes
may be since otherwise inner labels may be dropped.
We express possibly empty sets of words by the predicate set such that set ({)
holds for { iff {=6 for some set 6[1, 2]*. We express this predicate as
follows:
empty-set(x)=def a[ ](x)
non-empty-set(x)=def a[0] (x) 7 _y(x[0] y 7bin-treea( y))
set(x)=def empty-set(x) 6 non-empty-set(x).
In Fig. 1, the reduction of (W)S2S into the first-order theory of FT& (resp., FT
& fin
 )
is given. The encoding applies to closed formulas only. It treats both path variables
p and set variables x as tree variables. The translation of quantifiers requires
word( p) for all path variables p and set(x) for all set variables x. The translation
of membership p # x requires for its solutions : that :( p) is smaller than the
subtree of :(x) at path 0 as explained above. The translation of terms p=w uses
an auxiliary translation w p which is defined along the recursive definition of w.
Proposition 4.7. A closed S2S (resp., WS2S) formula  is valid if and only if its
translation  is valid over FT& (resp., FT
& fin
 ).
Proof. One shows by structural induction over the formula  that the solutions
of  and  are in one-to-one correspondence through the encoding of sets as
trees as discussed above. More precisely, we can translate an assignment : from
path variables to words in F* and set variables to sets in P(F*) to an assignment
:: V  FT& of tree variables to sufficiently labeled trees such that :( p)=
:( p) and :(x)=:(x) for all x, p. Let  be a formula of (W)S2S with path
FIG. 1. Encoding (W)S2S in the first order theory of FT& (resp., FT
&fin
 ).
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variables P() and set variables S(). We can show for all : that : is a solution
of  if and only if : is a solution of  7 p # P() word( p) 7 x # S() set(x). K
4.3. Encoding FT& in (W)S2S
We give the reduction of FT& or FT
& fin
 into (W)S2S by detour through the
second-order monadic logic with k=|F| successors (W)SkS.
Trees as sets of words. Let 1n< be the number of labels in L. Every
sufficiently labeled feature tree can be identified with a unique n-tuple of pairwise
disjoint sets of paths with nonempty union, and vice versa. For every label a # L
we define a function #a from feature trees to nonempty sets of paths:
#a({)=[? | L{(?)=a].
For L=[a1 , ..., an] we define #({) as the following n-tuple of sets of paths:
#({)=(#a1({), ..., #an({)).
Proposition 4.8. The mapping # from sufficiently labeled feature trees to n-tuples
of pairwise disjoint sets of words with nonempty union is one-to-one and onto.
Furthermore, every sufficiently labeled tree { is finite if and only if every component
of #({) is finite.
Proof. Let { be a sufficiently labeled feature tree. Since = # D{ there exists a path
? and a label a such that (=?, a) # L{. Hence ni=1 #ai ({) is nonempty. The sets #ai ({)
are pairwise disjoint since L{ is a partial function. It is also clear that ni=1 #ai ({)
is finite if { is finite. The converse follows from the fact that a sufficiently labeled
infinite tree has infinitely many labeled nodes.
In order to prove that # is one-to-one and onto, we define the inverse mapping
of # as follows. Let 61 , ..., 6n be pairwise disjoint sets of words over features that
have a nonempty union. We define #&1(61 , ..., 6n) as follows:
D#&1(61 , ..., 6n)= .
n
i=1
[? | ? is a prefix of some word in 6 i]
L#&1(61 ,..., 6n)= .
n
i=1
[(?, ai) | 1in, ? # 6i].
Since ni=1 6i is assumed to be nonempty, we have = # D#&1(61 , ..., 6n) which is prefix-
closed by construction. The relation L#&1(61 , ..., 6n) is a partial function since all 6i
are assumed to be pairwise disjoint. Hence #&1(61 , ..., 6n) is a feature tree, which
clearly is sufficiently labeled.
It is quite obvious that #&1 is in fact the inverse function of #, i.e., that
#&1(#({))={ for all sufficiently labeled { and that #(#&1(61 , ..., 6n))=(61 , ..., 6n)
for all 61 , ..., 6n that are pairwise disjoint and have a nonempty union. K
Note that we need not require prefix-closedness for the sets in the domain of #
since the domain of a sufficiently labeled feature tree { is uniquely determined by
its labeling function L{ .
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FIG. 2. Encoding the first-order theory of FT or FT
fin
 into (W)SkS where k=|F|.
Reduction to (W)SkS. We next define a mapping from first-order formulas over
ordering constraints (interpreted over FT& or FT
& fin
 ) to formulas of second-order
monadic logic with k successors. We will make use of the following abbreviations:
x & y=def c_p( p # x 7 p # y) and xy=def \p( p # x  p # y).
For every variable x and label a let xa be a fresh variable. Suppose that
L=[a1 , ..., an]. In Fig. 2, the definition of the mapping  is given.
Proposition 4.9. A formula 8 whose bound variables are renamed apart is valid
over FT& (resp., FT
& fin
 ) if and only if its translation 8 is valid over WSkS (resp.
SkS).
Proof. If : is a solution of 8 then :$ with :$(xai)=#ai (:(x)) for all i, 1in,
is a solution of 8. If ; is a solution of 8 then the mapping ;$ with ;$(x)=
#&1(;(xa1), ..., ;(xan)) is a solution of 8. The existence of the inverse mapping #
&1
of # is proved by Proposition 4.8. K
5. SATISFIABILITY AND ENTAILMENT OF SIMPLE PATH CONSTRAINTS
We now prepare the reduction of the entailment problem with existential
quantifiers for FT or FT
fin
 to the corresponding problem for FT
&
 or FT
& fin
 ,
respectively. For this purpose, we recall results on satisfiability and least solutions
from (Mu ller et al. 2000) and then formulate a corollary about entailment of simple
path constraints.
5.1. Simple Path Constraints
We will use a collection of predicates based on the subtree relation at a fixed
path, as well as appropriate formulas to express these predicates that we call path
constraints. We distinguish simple path constraints that require the existence of a
path and conditional path constraints which impose a restriction under the
condition that a path exists. In this section, we restrict ourselves to simple path
constraints. Conditional path constraints will be introduced in Section 7.1 where
entailment with existential quantifiers is considered.
If ? # D{ we write as {[?] the subtree of { at path ? which is formally defined by
D{[?]=[?$ | ??$ # D{] and L{[?]=[(?$, a) | L{(??$)=a]. Let ? # F* be a path. The
subtree predicate {[?] {$ holds for two trees { and {$ iff ? # D{ and {[?]={$. We
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express the subtree predicate by the following formula x[?] y which generalizes
x[ f ] y from a single feature f to an arbitrary path ?.
x[=] y = xy 7 yx
x[??$] y = _z(x[?] z 7 z[?$] y).
We need three further predicates: {[?] a holds iff ? # D{ , (a[{] ?) is valid iff
L{(?)=a, and {{$[?] holds if ? # D{$ and { is smaller than {$[?]. We define simple
path constraints as formulas to express these predicates by means of existential
quantification:
x[?] a = _y(x[?] y)
a(x[?]) = _y(x[?] y) 7 a( y))
xy[?] = _z(xz7 y[?] z).
Lemma 5.1. For all variables x, y, z and path ? it holds that:
1. The constraint xz[?] 7 yz[?] entails xty for FT and FT fin .
2. If ?{= then xx[?] is unsatisfiable over FT fin but satisfiable over FT .
Proof. The first property follows directly the definitions. The second property
justifies the well-known occurs check which holds for finite trees but not for infinite
ones. K
We recall the notion of syntactic support from (Mu ller et al. 2000) which verifies
entailment judgments by purely syntactical means. We consider three forms of
judgments, . |&yx[?], . |&x[?], and . |&a(x[?]).
. |&yx[=] if yx in .
. |&yx[ f ] if x[ f ] y in .
. |&yx[?1?2] if exists z : . |&yz[?2] and . |&zx[?1]
. |&x[?] a if exists z : . |&zx[?]
. |&a(x[?]) if exists z : . |&zx[?] and a(z) in .
Lemma 5.2 (Correctness). For all ., x, y, ?, and a it is valid over FT and FT fin that:
1. if . |&xy[?] then .<xy[?] holds.
2. if . |&x[?] a then .<x[?] a holds.
3. if . |&a(x[?]) then .<a(x[?]) holds.
Proof. Straightforward induction on the rules defining syntactic support. K
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5.2. Satisfiability and Least Solutions
In (Mu ller et al. 2000), an algorithm is given that tests a constraint . for
satisfiability over FT and FT
fin
 , respectively. It also computes the least solution
of a satisfiable constraint. We recall these results since they are essential for this
article.
We call a constraint . closed (under reflexivity F1.1, transitivity F1.2, and
decomposition F2) if it satisfies the following properties:
F1.1. xx in . if x # V (.)
F1.2. xz in . if xy in . and yz in .
F2. x$y$ in . if x[ f ] x$ in ., xy in . and y[ f ] y$ in ..
We define the closure of a constraint . to be the smallest closed constraint which
contains .. Note that the closure of a constraint is independent of the structure
chosen, FT or FT
fin
 . For every constraint there exists a unique closure. The
closure of a constraint . is a conjunction of . with some basic constraints xy
where x, y # V (.).
Theorem 5.3 (Satisfiability and least solutions). There exists a cubic time
algorithm which computes the closure of a constraint and decides its satisfiability both
over FT and FT fin . A satisfiable constraint . has a least solution least which, if
. is closed, satisfies for all x # V(.):
Dleast(x)=[? | . |&x[?] a ]
Lleast(x)=[(?, a) | . |&a(x[?])].
Proof. We only sketch the proof given in (Mu ller et al. 2000). The central idea
is to consider an extended constraint language which provides atomic compatibility
constraints of the form xty. We call a constraint of the extended language
clash-free for FT if it satisfies F3-F5 and clash-free for FT fin if it satisfies F3-F6.
F3.1. xty in . if xy in .
F3.2. xtz in . if xy in . and ytz in .
F3.3. xty in . if ytx
F4. x$ty$ in . if x[ f ] x$ in ., xty in . and y[ f ] y$ in .
F5. not a(x) 7 xty 7 b(y) in . and a{b
F6. not . |&xx[?] and ?{=.
For every constraint . one can compute its saturation with respect to F1-F4 in
cubic time and then check whether it is clash-free by inspection of F5 and F6. If not
then . is unsatisfiable and otherwise satisfiable. The latter can be shown by proving
that least solves . if . is closed and clash-free (see Proposition 4 and Lemma 5 of
(Mu ller et al. 2000)).
Finally, suppose that . is closed and satisfiable (it does not matter whether .
contains compatibility constraints or not). Hence the saturation .$ of . with
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respect to F1-F4 must be clash-free. Hence, least.$ is the least solution of .$. Since
. is a closed constraint, it coincides with .$ up to additional compatibility
constraints. Hence least, is equal to least.$ and solves .$ and thus .. K
5.3. Entailment of Simple Path Constraints
The syntactic description of least solutions given in Theorem 5.3 implies a
criterion for entailment of simple path constraints.
Corollary 5.4 (Simple path constraints). Let . be satisfiable and closed. For
every variable x # V(.) and all a, ?, z the following two equivalences hold:
.<x[?] a iff . |&x[?] a
.<a(x[?]) iff . |&a(x[?]).
Proof. Syntactic support implies entailment due to Lemma 5.2. The converse
follows from Theorem 5.3 on least solutions: Let . be closed and satisfiable and
least its least solution. If .<x[?] a then least(x)[?] a holds, i.e., . |&x[?] a . If
.<a(x[?]) then a(least(x)[?]) holds, i.e., . |&a(x[?]). K
Note that Corollary 5.4 does not cover entailment of all kinds of simple path
constraints. For instance, it does not determine when .<x?[ y] holds. For ?==
the latter kind of entailment can be decided due to a result in (Mu ller et al. 2000).
We recall this result for the sake of completeness but do not use it in the remainder
of the paper.
Theorem 5.5 (Mu ller et al. 2000). The entailment problem .<.$ can be tested
in cubic time both for FT and FT fin . For both structures it holds that if . is
satisfiable and closed, and x, y # V (.), then:
.<xy iff xy in ..
Proof. This result is non-trivial since it is no longer sufficient to consider least
solutions. For the proof we refer to (Mu ller et al. 2000). K
6. DECIDING ENTAILMENT WITH EXISTENTIAL QUANTIFIERS
We now reduce entailment with existential quantifiers for FT (resp. FT
fin
 ) to
the corresponding problem for FT& (resp. FT
& fin
 ) under the assumption that the
set of feature F is countably infinite. We thereby prove Proposition 4.5 as a
corollary to Proposition 6.8 below. Recall that Proposition 4.5 covers the main step
for proving the reduction of the entailment problem with existential quantifiers to
second-order monadic logic.
Caveat: We need distinct notations for entailment with respect to FT
(resp., FT fin ) and FT
&
 (resp., FT
& fin
 ). From now on, we write 8<FT 8$
and 8<FT& 8$ and always ignore potential finiteness annotations.
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6.1. Model Change for Quantifier-free Entailment
We show that changing the model for FT to FT
&
 does not affect satisfiability
or quantifier-free entailment. Even though this model-invariance does not hold for
entailment with existential quantifiers, these considerations will shed some light on
the more general case.
Definition 6.1. Let b # L and g # F. For all trees { with g  F ({), we define a
sufficiently labeled feature tree exbg({) by adding sufficiently many labels as follows:
Dexbg=D{ _ [?g | ? # D{]
Lexbg=L{ _ [(?g, b) | ? # L{].
Proposition 6.2 (Adding labels). Let b # L, g # F, . a constraint, and x a
sequence of variables. If :: V  FT is a variable assignment with g  F (.) _
FV(_x .)(:) then:
:<FT _x . iff ex
b
g b :<FT& _x ..
Proof. The proof is rather lengthy but simple. It can be found in Section 8.2. K
As a first illustration of the importance of Proposition 6.2, we show how to
encode the satisfiability problem of FT into the corresponding problem of FT
&
 .
Lemma 6.3 (Model change and satisfiability). Let . be closed. If . is satisfiable
over FT then . is satisfiable over FT& , and vice versa.
Proof. If . is satisfiable over FT then it has a least solution (Theorem 5.3).
Since . is closed, its least solution is equal to least as defined in Theorem 5.3. Let
g  F (.) be some feature (which exists since F is infinite) and b # L a label.
Hence, g  FV(.)(least) also in the case of infinite trees and Proposition 6.2 implies
that exbg b least is a solution of .. K
Our next goal is to lift Lemma 6.3 from satisfiability to quantifier-free entailment.
This step is quite simple provided the following Lemma is given.
Lemma 6.4 (Fresh features). Let 8 be a first-order formula over ordering
constraints and g a fresh feature g  F (8). Then 8 is valid in FT if for all
:: V  FT with g  FV (8)(:) it holds that :<FT 8.
Proof. The proof relies on the fact that the set of feature F is infinite. It is again
not difficult and thus given in Section 8.1. K
Lemma 6.5 (Model change and quantifier-free entailment). Let . and .$ be
constraints. Then:
.<FT .$ iff .<FT& .$.
Notice that Lemma 6.5 does not require prefix closedness for . (nor .$) even
though it is more general than Lemma 6.3 (which requires prefix closedness). The
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reason is that the proof given for Lemma 6.3 uses least solutions, in contrast to the
following proof of the more general Lemma 6.3.
Proof. The implication from the right to the left is somewhat tedious: We
assume .<FT& .$ and show .<FT .$. We fix a label b # L and a feature
g  F (.  .$) which exists since F is infinite. Since g  F (.  .$) we can show
the validity of .  .$ by applying Lemma 6.4. Let :: V  FT be a mapping with
g  FV(.  .$)(:). In order to prove :<FT .  .$ we suppose that :<FT .. Given
the freshness condition for g, Proposition 6.2 implies exbg b :<FT& .. Entailment
.<FT& .$ yields ex
b
g b :<FT& .$ such that the converse of Proposition 6.2 implies
:<FT .$.
The converse is straightforward: Suppose .<FT .$ and let :: V  FT
&
 be a
variable assignment. We assume :<FT& . and show that :<FT& .$. Our assumption
yields :<FT . such that entailment implies :<FT .$. Since : is a mapping into
FT& it follows that :<FT& .$ as required. K
6.2. Entailment with Existential Quantifiers
Unfortunately, Lemma 6.5 does not generalize to entailment with existential
quantification. This means that . <FT _x .$ does not imply . <FT& _x .$ in
general. The problem can be illustrated by the following counterexample:
true<FT _x(xx1 7 xx2) (1)
true<3 FT& _x(xx1 7 xx2). (2)
The formula _x(xx1 7 xx2) on the right-hand side in (1) and (2) is valid
over FT but not over FT
&
 . It requires for every pair of trees (the values of
x1 , x2) that there exists a third tree (for x) which is smaller than each of them.
In the case of FT , x may denote the tree ([=], <) independent of the choices for
x1 and x2 . In fact, the tree ([=], <) is the only possible choice for x if a{b,
x1 denotes ([=], [(=, a]), and x2 denotes ([=], [(=, a]). Since the tree ([=], <) is
not sufficiently labeled, we cannot choose any sufficiently labeled tree for x in
FT& given the above values for x1 and x2 (which, in fact, are sufficiently labeled).
The first idea for resolving the trouble is to require sufficiently many labels in a
syntactic manner, i.e., by additional labeling constraints for all global variables. Of
course, labeling constraints cannot be added arbitrarily without affecting the set of
solutions in an uncontrolled way. So a refined idea is to require b(x[ g]) for all
global variables x, a fixed fresh feature g, and a fixed label b. In this way the
problem in Example (2) can be solved since the following entailment judgment
holds:
b(x1[ g]) 7 b(x2[ g])<FT& _x(xx1 7 xx2). (3)
In contrast to (2), the variable assignment : which maps x1 to ([=], [(=, a]) and
x2 to ([=], [(=, a]) no longer solves the left-hand side of (3). The extended variable
assignment exbg b : solves the right-hand side of (3) since the existentially quantified
variable x can be mapped to exbg(([=], <)).
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Definition 6.6 (Formula extension). Let b # L and g # F. For every first-order
formula 8 over ordering constraints with g  F (8) we define a first-order formula
exbg(8) by:
exbg(8)=8 7 
y # V (8)
b( y[g]).
The idea behind this formula is that exbg(.) syntactically enforces sufficiently
many labels for the least solution of exbg(.). Of course, for entailment over FT
one must also consider variable assignments into feature trees which are not
necessarily sufficiently labeled. Therefore, the precise ro^le of the formula exbg(.) for
entailment remains unclear at first sight. It will soon be clarified (see Proposition
6.8 below).
The good news is that Definition 6.6 can be used for resolving counterexamples
such as (1) in a systematic way: In a first step, the left-hand side of (1) has to be
replaced by an equivalent constraint that contains at least the variables of its right-
hand side. For instance, we may replace true by x1x1 7 x2x2 . In a second step,
we apply Definition 6.6 and obtain a constraint equivalent to b(x1[ g]) 7 b(x2[ g])
which is precisely the left-hand side of (3).
Lemma 6.7 (The Trouble). Let . be a closed constraint, g a fresh feature
g  F (.), x a sequence of variables, and b a label. A variable assignment :: V 
FT& with :<FT ex
b
g(_x .) satisfies :<FT& _x . under the following precondition:
(PC-Tr) for all x # V (_x .) and all paths ?: if . |&x[?] a then :<FT b(x[?g]).
Proof. This proof is nontrivial. It is given in Section 7. K
Note that we can always find a fresh feature g for any constraint . since the set
of all features F is infinite whereas F (.) is finite (cf., Lemma 6.4).
Proposition 6.8 (Model change and entailment with existential quantifiers).
Let x be a sequence of variables, . and .$ closed constraints such that V (_x .$)
V (.), and b a label. If g is a fresh feature g  F (.  _x .$) then:
.<FT _x .$ iff ex
b
g.<FT& _x .$.
Proof. Let ., .$ be closed constraints, g  F (.  _x .$), and V (_x .$)V (.).
The implication from the right to the left remains as tedious as for Lemma 6.5:
We assume exbg(.)<FT& _x .$. For proving the validity of .  _x .$ over FT we
apply Lemma 6.4. Since g  F (.  _x .$) is assumed, it is sufficient to fix a variable
assignmt :: V  FT with g  FV (.  _x .$)(:) and :<FT . and to show that
:<FT _x .$. If :<FT ., then Proposition 6.2 together with the above freshness
condition for g implies exbg b :<FT& .. From the definition of ex
b
g it follows that
exbg b :<FT& y # V (.) b( y[ g]) and thus ex
b
g b :<FT& ex
b
g(.). Entailment ex
b
g(.)<FT&
_x .$ implies that exbg b :<FT& _x .$. Thus :<FT _x .$ follows from Proposition 6.2.
The converse implication (which was straightforward for Lemma 6.5) now
becomes rather difficult. We assume .<FT _x .$ and :<FT& ex
b
g(.). We show that
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:<FT& _x .$. From :<FT& ex
b
g(.) it follows that :<FT ex
b
g(.) and hence
:<FT ex
b
g(_x .$) since V(_x .$)V(.). It remains to show that :<FT& _x .$. This
can be done by an application of the trouble Lemma 6.7 (here the closedness of .$
is used). It remains to verify the precondition (PC-Tr) of the trouble lemma. We let
x # V (_x .$) and ? satisfying .$ |&x[?] a and show that :<FT (b[xg]). From
.$ |&x[?] a it follows that _x .$<FT x[?] a such that entailment yields
.<FT x[?] a . The latter and the closedness of . imply . |&x[?] a as shown by
Corollary 5.4. By definition of syntactic support there exists a variable y # V (.)
such that . |&yx[?] and thus .<FT yx[?]. The definition of ex
b
g yields
exbg(.)<FT b(x[?g]), i.e., :<FT b(x[?g]). K
Note that the assumption V (_x .$)V (.) is essential for Proposition 6.8.
Otherwise, the extension exbg(.) would not enforce sufficiently many labels (see
Example (1)). On the other hand, this assumption does not restrict generality. If it
is not satisfied then we can simply add tautologies yy for all variables
y # V (_x .$) to ..
Note also that Proposition 6.8 insists on the closedness assumption for both .
and .$. Both assumptions are necessary. The closedness of .$ is required by the
trouble Lemma 6.7 whose precondition (PC-Tr) follows from Corollary 5.4 which
requires the closedness of ..
7. RESOLVING THE TROUBLE
In the previous section we reduced the entailment problem with existential quan-
tifiers in FT to the corresponding problem in FT
&
 provided that the trouble
Lemma 6.7 holds. In order to prove this lemma, we first introduce conditional path
constraints.
7.1. Conditional Path Constraints
The predicate {? [?]{$ holds if either ?  D{ or ? # { and {[?]{$. We express
this predicate by the following formula that we call a conditional path constraint:
x? [?]y = _z(xz 7 z[?] y).
Lemma 7.1 (Path constraints and satisfiability). For all x, y, z, paths ?1 , ?2 , and
labels a, b: If a{b then the formula b(x[?1?2]) 7 x? [?1]y 7 ytz7 a(z[?2]) is
unsatisfiable.
Figure 3 illustrates the situation of Lemma 7.1.
FIG. 3. Path constraints and satisfiability: b(x[?1?2]) 7x? [?1]y 7ytz 7a(z[?2]) is unsatisfiable
if a{b. The vertical dimension (top to bottom) corresponds to feature selection and the horizontal
dimension (left to right) to the partial order .
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FIG. 4. Cancellation of Mountains
We extend the definition of syntactic support to judgments . |&x? [?]y with
conditional path constraints:
. |&x? [=]y if xy in .
. |&x? [ f ]y if x[ f ] y in .
. |&x? [?1?2]y if exists z such that . |&x? [?1]z
and . |&z? [?2]y.
Lemma 7.2 (Correctness). For all x, y, ?, . if . |&x? [?]y then .<x? [?]y.
Lemma 7.3 (Cancellation of mountains). For closed . and all x, y, ?:
1. If . |&xy[?1?2] and . |&y? [?1]z then . |&xz[?2].
2. If . |&a( y[?1 ?2]) and . |&y? [?1]z then . |&a(z[?2]).
3. If . |&y[?1?2] a and . |&y? [?1]z then . |&z[?2] a .
Proof. The situation is depicted in Fig. 4. The latter two cases follow from the
first one. For the first case, we assume . |&xy[?1?2] and . |&y? [?1]z. Then
there exists a variable z$ # V (.) such that . |&z$y[?1] and . |&xz$[?2]. We
can show by induction on ?1 that zz$ in .. Hence . |&xz$[?2]. K
Lemma 7.4 (Mountain chains). Let y, z, z$ be variables, ?0 , ?1 , ?2 be paths and
a # L a be a label. If :<FT _z$(z? [?0]z$ 7 z$y[?1]) and L:(z)(?0?2)=a then
L:( y)(?1?2)=a.
Proof. Straightforward. The situation of the lemma is illustrated in Fig. 5. K
7.2. Proving the Trouble Lemma
Lemma 6.7 (The Trouble). Let . be a closed constraint, g  F (.) a feature, x
a sequence of variables, and b a label. A variable assignment :: V  FT& with
:<FT ex
b
g(_x .) satisfies :<FT& _x . under the following precondition:
(PC-Tr) for all x # V (_x .) and all paths ?: if . |&x[?] a then :<FT b(x[?g]).
FIG. 5. Mountain chain.
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Proof. Let . be a closed constraint and : a solution of . that satisfies
:<FT ex
b
g(_x .). It is sufficient to construct a variable assignment ;: V  FT
&

which solves . and coincides with : on the variables in V (.) _ [x ]. We call a
variable y global if y # V (_x .) and local if y # [x ].
For every global variable y we define a sufficiently labeled feature tree ;( y) by
;( y)=:( y). For all local variables y # [x ] we define a sufficiently labeled feature
tree ;( y) by specifying its labeling function, which in turn determines its tree
domain (Lemma 3.2):
L1 L;( y)(?)=a if . |&a( y[?])
L2 L;( y)(?g)=b if . |&y[?] a
L3 L;( y)(?1?2)=a if {exists z # V (_x .) and z$ # V (.) such that. |&z? [?0]z$, . |&z$y[?1], and L:(z)(?0?2)=a.
Compare Condition L3 with the mountain chain situation depicted in Fig. 5. The
value of the local variable y depends on the value of the global variable z in such
a way that L;( y)(?1?2)=a has to be required according to the Mountain chain
lemma 7.4. The reader might wonder why mountain chains with only two moun-
tains (see Fig. 5) are sufficient to characterize the relationships between global and
local variables. Why, for instance is the following more general situation covered?
The reason is that . is assumed to be closed such that inner mountains can be
canceled out. In the above example for instance, Lemma 7.3 implies z$x$ in . so
that the more specific situation in Fig. 5 applies as well.
We have to verify that ;( y) is well defined for all local variables y. First note that
D;( y){<: Because of L2 the value L;( y)(g)=b is defined so that the tree domain
D;( y)=[? | exists suffix ?$ of ? such that L;( y)(?$) is defined] is nonempty. We next
show that L;( y) is a partial function, i.e., that L;( y)(?) is uniquely defined for all
path ? where L;( y)(?) is defined. Since g  F (.), case L2 cannot overlap with either
L1 nor L3. Suppose that y is a local variable, ? a path, and a, b labels such that
L;( y)(?)=a by L1 and L;( y)(?)=b by L3. According to L3, it holds that ?=?1?2
for some ?1?2 and there are global variables z and z$ # V (.) such that:
. |&z$y[?1], . |&z? [?0]z$, L:(z)(?0 ?2)=b.
From L1 it follows that . |&a(y[?1?2]). Thus, there is a variable y$ # V (.) such
that . |&y$y[?1] and . |&a( y$[?2]). From the correctness of syntactic support
(Lemma 5.2) and Lemma 5.1 we obtain:
. <FT z$y[?1] 7 y$y[?1] <FT z$ty$.
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Since :<FT& _x . and z is global the following constraint is satisfiable over FT :
b(z[?0?2]) 7 z? [?0]z$ 7 z$ty$7 a( y$[?2]).
This is precisely the situation of Lemma 7.1 which proves that a=b. Hence, L;( y)
is indeed a partial function and ;( y) a sufficiently labeled feature tree.
It remains to show that ; solves ., i.e., that ; satisfies all basic constraints in ..
1. Case x[ f ] y in .. We have to show that L;(x)( f?)=a if and only if
L;( y)(?)=a.
We first show that L;(x)( f?)=a implies L;( y)(?)=a.
(a) Case where x, y are both local.
L1. Suppose that L;(x)( f?)=a because of . |&a(x[ f?$]). Since . is
closed it follows from Mountain removal lemma 7.3 (part 2) that . |&a(y[?]) and
hence ;( y)(?)=a.
L2. Let L;(x)( f?)=a because of f?=?$g, a=b and . |&x[?$] a . Our
assumption g  F (.) implies f{ g such that there exists ?" with ?=?"g and
?$= f?". Since . is closed, the Mountain removal lemma 7.3 (part 3) and x[ f ] y
in . yield . |&y[?"] a . Hence, L;( y)(?"g)=b, i.e., L;( y)(?)=b.
L3 Assume that L;(x)( f?)=a since there exist a global variable z, a
variable z$ # V (.), and paths ?0 , ?1 , ?2 such that f?=?1 ?2 , . |&z? [?1]z$,
. |&z$x[?1], and L:(z)(?0?2)=a.
A. If ?1== then f?=?2 and z$x in .. Hence . |&yz[?0 f ] and
. |&a(z[?0 f?]). Since . is closed under reflexivity (F1.1) it follows that
. |& y? [=]y. Thus and since y is global, L3 yields L:( y)(=?)=a.
B. Otherwise, ?1= f?$1 and ?=?$1?2 for some ?$. Since . is closed and
x[ f ] y in . we can apply the Mountain removal lemma 7.3 (part 1) and obtain
. |&z$?$1 y. Hence, L3 yields L;( y)(?$1 ?2)=a, i.e., L;( y)(?)=a.
(b) Case x local and y global:
L1. Let L;(x)( f?)=a since . |&a(x[ f?]). Since . is closed and x[ f ] y
in . the Mountain removal lemma 3 yields . |&a( y[?]). Since y is global the
correctness of syntactic support (Lemma 5.2) implies :<FT _x .<FT a( y[?]).
Thus L;( y)(?)=L:( y)(?)=a.
L2. A rather interesting case: Let L;(x)( f?)=a because f?=?$g, a=b,
and . |&x[?$] a . Since f{ g there exists ?" such that ?=?"g and f?"=?$. Since .
is closed and x[ f ] y in . the Mountain removal lemma 7.3 yields . |&y[?"] a .
Thus, the precondition (PC-Tr) implies :<FT b( y[?$g]). Hence, L:( y)(?"g)=b
which is equivalent to L;( y)(?)=a.
L3. Let L;(x)( f?)=a since there exist a global variable z, a variable
z$ # V (.), and paths ?0 , ?1 , ?2 such that f?=?1?2 , . |&z$x[?1], . |&z? [?0]
z$, and L:(z)(?0?2) a.
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A. Case ?1==. Hence f?=?2 and z$x in . since . is closed. In
this case . |&z? [?0 f ]y so that the globality of z, y implies:
:<FT _x .<FT z? [?0 f ]y.
Hence, L:(z)(?0 f?)=a. The Mountain Chain Lemma 7.4 yields L;( y)(?)=
L:( y)(?)=a.
B. Otherwise there exists a path ?$1 such that ?1= f?$1 and ?=?$1?2 .
Since . is closed, x[ f ] y in ., and . |&z$x[ f?$1], the Mountain removal lemma
7.3 implies . |&z$y?$1 . Since y, z are global, we deduce:
:<FT _x .<FT _z$(z$z[?0] 7 y? [?$1]z$).
Our assumption L:(z)(?0 ?2)=a and the Mountain chain lemma 7.4 imply
L:( y)(?$1?2)=a, i.e., L;( y)(?)=a.
(c) Case x global and y local: If L;(x)( f?)=a then L:(x)( f?)=a. Rule L3
implies L;( y)(?)=a.
(d) Case where x, y are both global: In this case :<FT _x .<FT x[ f ] y
and if L:(x)( f?)=a then L:( y)(?)=a.
For the converse implication of the case x[ f ] y in . we show that L;( y)(?)=a
implies L;(x)( f?)=a.
(a) Case x local and y global: If L;( y)(?)=a then L:( y)(?)=a. By applying
L3 with z=z$= y, ?0==, ?1= f, and ?2=?, we obtain L;(x)( f?)=a.
(b) Case where x, y are both local:
L1. Assume L;( y)(?)=a because of . |&a(y[?$]). Hence, . |&a(x[ f?])
such that L;(x)( f?)=a.
L2. Let L;( y)(?)=a since a=b and ?=?$g for some ?$ with
. |&y[?$] a . Hence, . |&x[ f?$] a such that L;(x)( f?$g)=b, i.e., L;(x)( f?)=a.
L3. Let L;( y)(?)=a since there are a global variable z, a variable
z$ # V (.), paths ?0 , ?1 , and ?2 such that . |&z? [?0]z$, . |&z$y[?1],
L:(z)(?1?2)=a, and ?=?1 ?2 . Since x[ f ] y in . we also have . |&x? [ f?1]z$
which yields L;(x)( f?1?2)=a, i.e., L;(x)( f?)=a.
(c) Case x global and y local. Let L;( y)(?)=a.
L1. If . |&a( y[?]) then . |&a(x[ f?]). Since x is global, we obtain
:<FT _x .<FT a(x[?]) such that L:(x)( f?)=a, i.e., L;(x)( f?)=a.
L2. Assume L;( y)(?)=a because of a=b and ?=?$g for some ?$ with
. |&y[?$] a , Hence . |&x[ f?$] a such that the precondition (PC-Tr) yields
:<FT b(x[ f?g]). i.e., L;(x)( f?)=a.
L3. Let (?, a) # L;( y) since there exists a global variable z, a variable
z$ # V (.), and path ?0 , ?1 , ?2 such that . |&z? [?0]z$, . |&z$y[?1],
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(?0?2 , a) # L:(z) , and ?=?1?2 . Since x[ f ] y in . we also have . |&z$x[ f?1] .
The globality of x, z implies:
:<FT _x .<FT _z$(z? [?0]z$ 7 z$x[ f?1]).
Hence, the Mountain chain lemma 7.4 and L:(z)(?0?2)=a imply L:(x)( f?1?2)=a,
i.e., L;(x)( f?)=a.
(d) Case x, y are both global: In this case :<FT _x .<FT x[ f ] y such
that L:( y)(?)=a implies L;(x)( f?)=L:(x)( f?)=a.
2. Case xy in .. We have to show that L;(x)(?)=a implies L;( y)(?)=a.
(a) Case x is local and y global:
L1. Let L;(x)(?)=a since . |&a(x[?]). Hence, . |&a( y[?]) such that
correctness of syntactic support yields .<FT a( y[?]). The globality of y yields
:<FT _x .<FT a( y[?]). Thus, L;( y)(?)=L:( y)(?)=a.
L2. Let L;(x)(?g)=b since . |&x[?] a . As in the previous case, it
follows that :<FT y[?] a . Since y is global, the precondition (PC-Tr) yields
:<b( y[?g]). Hence, L;( y)(?g)=L:( y)(?g)=b.
L3. Let L;(x)(?)=a # since there exists a global variable z, a variable
z$ # V (.), ?0 , ?1 , ?2 such that ?=?1 ?2 , . |&z? [?0]z$, . |&z$x[?1], and
L:(z)(?0?2)=a. In this case, . |&z$y[?1] and thus .<FT _z$(z[?0]
z$ 7 z$y[?1]). Since y, z are global, we have:
:<FT _x .<FT _z$(z? [?0]z$ 7 z$y[?1]).
The Mountain chain lemma 7.4 together with L:(z)(?0 ?2)=a implies L:( y)(?1?2)
=a, i.e., L;( y)(?)=a.
(b) Case where x, y are local:
L1. If L;(x)(?)=a because of . |&a(x[?]) then . |&a( y[?]) such that
L;( y)(?)=a.
L2. If L;(x)(?)=a since ?=?$g, a=b, and . |&x[?$] a then . |&y[?$] a
such that L;( y)(?$g)=L;( y)(?)=a.
L3. Let L;(x)(?)=a since there exist z global z$ # V (.), and ?0 , ?1 , ?2
such that ?=?1?2 , . |&z$x[?1], . |&z? [?0]z$, and L:(z)(?0?2)=a. Since
xy in . we also have . |&z$y[?1] and hence L;( y)(?1?2)=a.
(c) Case x global and y local: If L;(x)(?)=a then L:(x)(?)=a. Since
. |&xy[=], . |&x? [=]x and x global, case L3 implies L;( y)(=?)=a.
(d) If x, y are global then :<FT _x .<FT xy such that L:(x)L:( y)
and hence L;(x)L;( y).
3. Case a(x) in ..
(a) If x is local then . |&a(x[=]) such that L;(x)(=)=a according to rule L1.
(b) If x is global then :<FT _x .<FT a(x). Hence L;(x)(=)=L:(x)(=)=a. K
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8. MORE DETAILS OF THE PROOFS
We give the proofs of Lemma 6.4 and Proposition 6.2 that were omitted in the
core of this article. Both proofs are rather straightforward even though they are
quite long. We add them here for the sake of completeness.
8.1. Fresh Features
We first prove Lemma 6.4 which shows that we may restrict ourselves to variable
assignments that do not contain a fixed fresh feature, since the set of all features F
is infinite.
Lemma 8.1. Let g # F and a finite set FF such that g  F. Under these
assumptions there exists a mapping %: F  F, which is one-to-one, does not map
onto g, and is such that % restricted to F is the identity function on F.
Proof. Since F is countably infinite there exists an enumeration of F, say
F=[ fi | i1] is such an enumeration. Let n be the maximal index of a feature in
F _ [g] in this enumeration, i.e., n=max[i | fi # F _ [g]], which exists since F is
finite. We define % by the following equation:
fn+1 if f =g
%( f )={ f if f =fi , 1in, and f {n.fn+i+1 if f =f i and in+1.
The function % is well defined because g  F and because F is infinite. It is obvious
that % is one-to-one, does not map onto g, and leaves F invariant. K
Lemma 8.2. Let 8 be a first-order formula over ordering constraints, : a variable
assignment into feature trees, and %: F  F a function that is one-to-one and leaves
F (8) invariant. Under these assumptions it holds that :<FT 8 if and only if
% b :<FT 8.
Proof. It is obvious that :<FT 8 if and only if % b :<FT %(8). Since % leaves
the features in 8 invariant we have %(8)=8. K
Lemma 6.4 (Fresh features). Let 8 be a first-order formula over ordering con-
straints and g a fresh feature g  F (8). A formula 8 is valid in FT if for all
:: V  FT with g  FV (8)(:) it holds that :<FT 8.
Proof. We have to show ;<FT 8 for an arbitrary variable assignment
;: V  FT . We fix ;: V  FT and a function %: F  F"[g] that is one-to-one
and invariant on F (8) (% exists according to Lemma 8.1). The variable assignment
% b ; satisfies g  FV (8)(% b ;) such that the assumption of the lemma yields
% b :<FT 8. We can now apply Lemma 8.2 in order to obtain :<FT 8. K
8.2. Adding Labels
Adding labels is an important procedure for our proofs on entailment. Recall that
we defined a mapping exbg such that a sufficiently labeled feature tree ex
b
g({) is
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obtained by adding leaves (?g, b) to every node ? of {. It remains to show that exbg
satisfies Proposition 6.2.
Proposition 6.2 (Adding labels). Let g be an arbitrary label, . a constraint, x
a sequence of variables, and :: V  FT a variable assignment satisfying
g  F (.) _ FV(_x .)(:). Then it holds that:
:<FT _x . iff ex
b
g b :<FT& _x ..
Lemma 8.3. If { is a feature tree, g a fresh feature g  F ({), and b a label then
exbg({) is a sufficiently labeled feature tree.
Proof. The assumption g  F ({) implies that Lexgb({) is a partial function such
that exbg({) is indeed a feature tree. All leaves of ex
b
g({) (the maximal paths of its
domain) are of the form ?g for some ? and thus labeled by b. Hence exbg({) is
sufficiently labeled. K
Lemma 8.4. Assume g  FV (.)(:) and g  F (.). If : is a solution of . in FT
then exbg b : is a solution of . in FT
&
 .
Proof. We have to show that every basic constraint in . is satisfied by exbg b :.
1. Case x[ f ] y in . where f { g due to g  F (.). We have to verify for all
? that f? # Dexgb(:(x)) is equivalent to ? # Dexgb b :( y) . This is proved by the following
sequence of equivalences:
f? # Dexgb(:(x)) iff f? # D:(x) _ [?$g | ?$ # D:(x)].
Note that f?=?$g and f{ g imply the existence of ?" such that ?=?"g and
f?"=?$. Hence
f? # Dexgb(:(x)) iff f? # D:(x) _ [ f?"g | f?" # D:(x)]
iff ? # D:( y) _ [?"g | ?" # D:( y)]
iff ? # Dexgb(:( y))
The reasoning for the labeling function is similar.
2. Case xy in .. We have to verify the domain inclusion
Dexgb(:(x))Dexgb(:( y)) .
Dexgb(:(x))=D:(x) _ [?$g | ?$ # D:(x)]
D:( y) _ [?$g | ?$ # D:( y)]
=Dexgb(:( y)) .
The reasoning for the labeling function is again similar.
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3. The case a(x) in . is simple, since no label is deleted from L:(x) . K
In order to prove the converse of Lemma 8.4 it is useful to consider the deletion
of labels, i.e., a left-inverse function (exbg)
&1 to exbg . For arbitrary {, we define a
feature tree (exbg)
&1 ({) as follows:
D(exgb)&1 ({)=D{"[?g?$ | ?, ?$ # F*]
L(exgb)&1({)=L{"[(?, b) | ?=?$g?", b # L].
The left-inverse removes all paths with feature g together with its labels if it exists.
Lemma 8.5. For all g, {, b if g  F ({) then (exbg)
&1 (exbg({))={.
Proof. Since g  F ({), the tree exbg({) is well defined and hence (ex
b
g)
&1 (exbg({))
is also well defined. Furthermore, its tree domain satisfies:
D(exgb)&1(exgb({))=Dexgb"[?g?$ | ?, ?$ # F*]
=(D{ _ [?g | ? # D{])"[?g?$ | ?, ?$ # F*]
=D{ .
The last equality holds since we have required g  F ({). The argument for the
labeling function is analogous. K
Lemma 8.6. For all ., b, g  F (.), and :: V  FT& : if :<FT& . then
(exbg)
&1 b :<FT ..
Proof. We have to show that every basic constraint in . is satisfied by
(exbg)
&1 b :.
1. Case x[ f ] y in . where f{ g due to g  F (.). We have to verify for all
? that f? # D(exgb)&1 (:(x)) is equivalent to ? # D(exgb)&1(:( y)). This is proved by the
following equivalences:
f? # D(exgb)&1 (:(x)) iff f? # D:(x)"[ f?g?$ | ?, ?$ # F*]
iff >? # D:( y)"[?g?$ | ?, ?$ # F*]
iff >? # D(exgb)&1 (:( y))
The reasoning for the labeling function is similar.
2. Case xy in .. We have to verify the inclusions D(exgb)&1 (:(x))
D(exgb)&1 (:( y)) and L(exgb)&1 (:(x))L(exgb)&1 (:( y)) , which is both obvious.
3. The case a(x) in . is simple, since no label is deleted at the root of some
tree :(x). K
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Proof of Proposition 6.2. Let :: V  FT be a solution of _x ., :<FT _x ..
There exists a sequence of trees { such that :[{ x ]<FT . where :[{ x ] denotes
the valuation that maps x pointwise to { and coincides with : everywhere else.
Since g  F (.) : (exbg)
&1 b :[{ x ]<FT& . by Lemma 8.6. The latter variable assign-
ment coincides with :[(exbg)
&1 ({ )x ] since we have assumed g  FV (.)(:( y)). Thus
exbg b (:[(ex
b
g)
&1 ({ )x ])<FT& . by Lemma 8.4 and this implies ex
b
g b :<FT& _x ..
For the converse, we assume that exbg b :<FT& _x .. There exists a sequence of
sufficiently labeled feature trees { such that (exbg b :)[{ x ]<FT& .. It follows from
Lemma 8.6 that (exbg)
&1 b ((exbg b :)[{ x ])<FT .. Also, (ex
b
g)
&1 b exbg b :=: due to
Lemma 8.5 and g  FV (.)(:). Thus, the following equation holds and proves
:<FT _x .:
(exbg)
&1 b ((exbg b :)[{ x ])=((ex
b
g)
&1 b exbg b :)[(ex
b
g)
&1 ({ )x ]=:[(exbg)
&1 ({ )x ].
9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have investigated the decidability of fragments of the first-order theory of
ordering constraints over feature trees (FT and FT
fin
 ). The approach chosen was
to relate FT and FT
fin
 to the second-order monadic logic (W)S2S. We obtained
a new method for proving the decidability of a fragments of the first-order of FT
and FT fin which makes essential use of Rabin’s famous tree theorem. We have
proved that the entailment problem for FT with existential quantifiers Ent_(FT)
is decidable for the case of both finite tree and infinite trees.
As the main handle on the proof we distinguished a constraint system FT&
whose first-order theory, FO(FT&), is equivalent to S2S and whose entailment
problem Ent_(FT
&
) coincides with the corresponding one of FT . In summary, we
have completed the following picture which, in analogy, also holds for finite trees.
Ent_(FT) = Ent_(FT
&
)  FO(FT
&
) = S2S  FO(FT).
In more recent work (Mu ller et al. 1998) we have shown that the first-order
theory of FT , FO(FT), is undecidable in contrast to the first-order theory of
FT& . Hence FO(FT) cannot be embedded into S2S.
It remains open to find a more direct relation between the first-order theory of
equality constraints over feature trees FO(FT) and S2S. Since FO(FT) is decidable,
it might still be equivalent to S2S even though FO(FT) is not.
S2S t? FO(FT)  FO(FT)
Another open question is to find larger decidable fragments of the first-order theory
of FT for which entailment is decidable. This question also includes the
decidability question of entailment with existential quantifiers for CFT which can
be expressed in the first-order theory of FT .
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